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The Store Operations Council was established in 2013 to give very senior store 
operations leaders a forum in which to share ideas. The Council has held an annual 
meeting since that time. Members from Abercrombie & Fitch to West Elm gather to 
compare notes on engaging store associates, innovative ways to get products to 
customers, the latest store technologies, and creating store experiences. 
 
The Council, representing dozens of retailers in a wide variety of formats and segments, 
has formulated a set of topics for retailers to think about as they gradually reopen 
stores during this time of pandemic. This first installment is the product of experts from 
dozens of retail companies and analyst firms. We welcome your further input as we 
continually revise this document to best help the retail community; please address it to 
cathy@cathyhotka.com. 
 

        
       Cathy Hotka 
 

Workday is a leading provider of enterprise cloud 
applications for finance and human resources. 
Founded in 2005, Workday delivers financial 
management, human capital management, planning, 
and analytics applications designed for the world’s 
largest companies, educational institutions, and 
government agencies. Organizations ranging from 
medium-sized businesses to Fortune 50 enterprises 
have selected Workday. For more information please 
visit www.workday.com. 
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When public health leadership and city, county and state health departments signal permission to reopen 
society in their jurisdictions, it won't be business as usual.  Stores won’t look the same. Local regulations 
will initially dictate required operational adjustments (the wearing of masks1 by employees and/or by 
customers) as well as suggested or recommended best practices.  

Here are the Store Operations Council’s recommendations. 

  

 
1 https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/advice-for-public/when-and-how-to-use-masks 
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First, project competence, reliability, and 
calm 
	
Consumers are nervous and have been conditioned to stay at home at all costs. Retail companies that 
plan to reopen will fare best if they create structure and project calm to instill confidence. Make sure 
your customers know that you are taking care of your associates, and that you will take care of them. 
 
Familiarize your organization with awareness of international guidance on safe social practices.2 
Additionally, Ford Motor company is testing Samsung wristband with Bluetooth that buzz if they a 
factory worker gets six feet of another person.3 
 
Countless brands have contributed directly to the cause, donating money, making protective gear, and 
feeding first responders. These acts of good will not only help, but also raise customers’ level of trust in 
you. Look for ways to work with the community on fundraisers to help local businesses; H.E.B’s local 
restaurant initiative is a good example. 
 

Taking care of associates 
 
Empowerment through training 
 
Taking care of your biggest assets – your associates – is a retailer’s most important job.  They are your 
brand ambassadors in addition to being front-line heroes. 
 
It will be critical to take the time to prepare store associates for interaction with customers. Provide 
meaningful training and actionable insights to store associates to establish credibility, review 
compliance issues, and reinforce your brand promise with shoppers. Store associates are about to face 
new questions, new problems and tasks; they will need to feel empowered and part of the solution.  
 
Regulations in the US are going to vary widely, down to the county and city level. It will be a challenge to 
make sure that every location knows exactly which rules apply to them, but very important.  
 
 
communications and appreciation 
 
Communicate regularly with associates, both those who are merely furloughed, and others who have 
been laid off, with an eye toward employing them again. Keep them abreast of cleaning practices and 
mitigation efforts, and how they will be protected when they return. Ask for their input; they have 
valuable insights. The CDC has published a cleaning guide for facilities; see it here.4 

Financial incentives will generate good will for frontline associates, many of whom have long waits each 
day if they take a subway or bus to work.  

 
2 https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/advice-for-workplace-clean-19-03-2020.pdf 
 
3 https://www.motortrend.com/news/ford-coronavirus-wristbands-details/ 
 
4 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/disinfecting-building-facility.html 
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Create and order new signage to communicate both with associates and with customers. 

COVID-19 may subside, then return again in waves. Consider how to be prepared in the future. Look at 
improving work-from-home plans, using more laptops and fewer desktops for a mobile, distributed 
workforce, and expanding bring-your-own policies so that associates can get valuable information on their 
own phones.  

 
health 

Consider engaging an industrial cleaning company for advice and assistance.5 

Post new cleaning protocols and guidance on PPE where associates can see them every day.6 

Provide guidelines to help employees assess their health and readiness to return to work. 

In jurisdictions where masks are mandatory, station an employee at the front door to check whether 
customers are complying. 

Personal protective equipment (PPE) is essential -- masks and gloves, plastic face shields, and plexiglass 
shields at cash registers, pharmacies, and customer service desks.  

To reduce contact, a number of retailers are expanding electronic signatures of documents and more 
electronic forms replacing paper copies. 

Think about whether you want to have managers taking associates’ temperatures at the beginning of their 
shift.  Consider what you’ll do if: 

• The temperature is elevated. Will the associate be sent home? Will he/she be paid?   
• An associate calls in before the shift to and say he/she is ill. Many doctors’ offices aren’t open for 

visits; it is probably impractical to ask for a doctor’s note. 

Extend telemedicine benefits to all associates and their families whether they are seasonal, temporary, 
part-time or full-time, 

The CDC has recommended that most Americans get a seasonal flu shot, because flu and COVID-19 will be 
present simultaneously. 

Consider extended emergency paid leave for associates at a higher risk for severe illness from COVID-19, 
or are caring for a loved one, or face hardships such as closed schools and daycares. 

If you offer installations (of window treatments, gutters, etc.) think about whether you want to reinstate 
them when stores open. Some retailers are limiting installation services to customers in need of essential 
services only.  

 
5 https://www.forbes.com/sites/suzannerowankelleher/2020/04/21/marriott-rolls-out-hospital-grade-disinfectant-in-
hotels-for-next-level-cleanliness/#2963222743c1 
6 https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/epi-win/how-to-use-mask-v0-1-print.pdf?sfvrsn=64ba1493_2 
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Protecting your associates also means keeping them away from people who are sick. Post a sign on the 
door asking people who are sick not to enter.  Malls are looking to offer temperature testing and other 
indications of impairment. Employees need to know what to do, and that the company is going to have 
their back if they do the hard – but right – thing in asking customers who don’t take this seriously to leave. 

Consider creating pantries in stores so that associates can have access to food while at the store and 
to take home.  

Address the psychological safety of employees. The world may look entirely differently to them now, while 
many are also acting as teachers and nannies. Sensitivity will be much appreciated. 

 

organizing teams 
 
What kind of team structure will you open with? Can you re-engage a team that has been laid off?  
Assess which skills will be needed in each store. When assigning shifts, keep a team together; do not 
intermix team members.  

Will stores be opened in waves? Some chains are designating stores as Red, Yellow, or Green depending on 
the severity of the cases in each metropolitan area. Commercial location mapping services can assist. 7 

Empower employees to make decisions. Chinese retailers found that empowering the line of directors below 
management was critical to ensure decisions were taken and implemented without overwhelming the 
process.  

	
Reassuring customers 
	
Consumers are on their guard when they enter grocery and drug stores to purchase essentials. It will take 
a good deal of assurance and the promise of action to persuade them to return to discretionary shopping.  

Some retailers are looking at new sales processes and opening up two-way texting between the customer 
and store, empowering associates to send pictures of merchandise. 

Stay connected with your customers before you reopen stores. Keep them abreast of what you’re doing. 
Think about live streaming cleaning operations to show how thoroughly you’re cleaning your stores, Explain 
social distancing and cleaning measures, so customers know that stores didn’t just flip the lights on and 
reopen.  

Establish special shopping hours for senior citizens and Immunocompromised customers. 

Post signs on storefronts announcing the reopening, with new hours and new safety and cleaning 
procedures.  

Explain out of stocks, which may be due to shipping delays or unusual customer demand,  

If you limit purchases on very sought-after products, explain that at the aisle. 

 
7 https://www.esri.com/en-us/covid-19/overview; ESRI is making some services available at no charge. BlueDot.global is 
another useful resource. 
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Add overhead announcements, and store signage that emphasize the importance of social distancing.   

Talk about special actions you’re taking to protect associates.  

If a customer has a COVID-19 question, whom should they contact, and how? 

 

modifying operations 
 
Business as usual will be anything but. Stores (and restaurants and entertainment venues) will look very 
different. Here are measure the Store Operations Council recommends.   
 
creating a reopening team at headquarters 
 
If everyone is in charge, nobody is in charge. If you haven’t already, build a “control tower” approach, 
which can act as a single point of contact throughout the company on COVID-19 matters.  Consider what 
kind of communications protocol that group will have; existing reporting frameworks will not provide the 
necessary visibility. That group should also pay attention to consumer trends and changing sales 
patterns; no one needs new platform heels right now. 

 
Where is the Inventory? 

Retailers will likely find a glut of out-of-season merchandise in the store, in warehouses and DCs, and in 
transit, and will be looking to offload it in a flooded market.   

Record losses of any products damaged or out of season during closure. Mark down the out-of-season 
merchandise as is practical. Establish a long-term approach to agility by diversifying product resources, 
ordering in smaller quantities, and more often. Merchandise mix in each store will be uneven at first; expect 
shortages and delays.   

Start onboarding alternate suppliers or setting them up as drop ship vendors. 

Consider nearshore sourcing to speed product availability. 

Will you carry the same number of SKUs and PLUs as before? Concentrate on the items that customers are 
most likely to want/need after a period of confinement. 

Some retailers plan to sell their stale merchandise to discounters. Others plan to open stores and allow 
customers to purchase that merchandise at a deep discount.  

 

considering refunds, returns, and rain checks 

Reexamine all policies on refunds, returns, and rain checks. Here are some things to consider and plan for. 
 
Customers may have new merchandise at home that they may wish to return when stores reopen; this 
may be the same merchandise that retailers are attempting to mark down because it is out of season. Will 
you refund 100% of the purchase price?  
 
Some grocers and mass merchants are refusing returns on personal care products that consumers may 
have hoarded. Some companies are considering not accepting returns at all because merchandise may be 
tainted. 
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Some companies are relaxing return dates to keep too many people from congregating at return counters. 

Some soft goods retailers have deployed fitting technologies on the Web sites to help customers select the 
correct size, to reduce the need to return items.  

What to do with returned merchandise? Furniture rental stores are required to sanitize and bag a mattress 
before it can be re-rented; that practice may spread to other items.   

Consider how you will ensure the safety of the customer when they buy merchandise “off the floor”, 
especially items such as heavy items and soft goods that are hard to sanitize?  Should soft goods be 
bagged? Should they be sanitized before the item goes home with the customer?  

Think about how you can protect items on layaway.  

 
altering store layouts 
	
Make updates to store floor layouts to further support the CDC’s guidelines for social distancing.  

Open up aisle space by removing displays to make it easier for both associates and customers to get the 
items they need quickly and safely.  

Put directional signage in the aisles to better control customer flow and promote social distancing. Ask 
customers to follow the arrows while shopping and be mindful of their distance from associates who may 
be working in-aisle to restock shelves. Put tape on the floor to help customers distance themselves while 
waiting in line to check out.  

Some retailers have developed an app to implement a new customer limit protocol, and made it available 
on associates’ handheld devices, enabling store managers to monitor foot traffic and limit entrance 
based on CDC and local guidelines.  Others are using in-store traffic counters to help enforce density 
limits. 

Consumers have become used to shopping at stores with these measures in place. It may take time before 
they’re comfortable shopping without them. 

Most food sellers have removed salad bars, self-serve soup, sampling stations, creamer carafes at coffee 
shops, condiment dispensers, and other public access to open food. Is it economical to have an 
associate dispense them?	
Consider introducing antimicrobial surfaces. such as copper and its alloys, including brass, bronze, and 
copper-nickel, which have antimicrobial properties that can help aid in cleanliness and design in a way that 
is easily disinfected. Think about installing floor mats that can help sanitize and disinfect footwear upon 
entry into a space. 	
 
bolster no-contact last-mile processes 
	
When your stores reopen, there will be strong demand for no-contact pickup from customers who will be 
leery of re-entering a store. Think about how you can reinforce procedures for efficiency and safety. 
Some recommendations: 
 
For stores with parking lots, place signage at some spaces to designate them as pickup locations. If 
urban locations don’t have parking lots, consider curbside pickup via app. Signs can indicate what 
number the arriving customer should call or text to announce their presence.  
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Curbside pickup requires more associates to pick, pack, store and deliver items. Be ready. 

Let customers know that increased demand for curbside pickup may delay their order. Give them an idea 
of how many hours to wait before heading to the store or tell them to wait for an email or text message 
before heading out.  

Brief associates on safe practices for loading merchandise into cars. It is safer to put a bag or box into 
the trunk, instead of the back seat. 

Consider alternatives, like lockers, for contactless item pickup. 

Customers may experience delays in home delivery due to high demand and inventory availability. Set 
expectations when they are checking out online. 

Delivery of heavy items inside homes (appliances, furniture, etc.) will require personal protective equipment. 
Develop a checklist to keep delivery personnel safe.  

Some retailers offer front door delivery, bringing items to the customer’s home, but not inside.  Prepare 
instructions for what the customer is to do next and a means to assist them if they are having problems 
with their own installation.  Two-way texting with pictures helps.  

Some retailers (like rental centers) provide home pickup.  They will want to formulate protocols for 
sanitizing items to be picked up, and mechanisms for coordinating pickup times with the customer.  

	
enable contactless transactions	

Leverage chip and pin cards or contactless payment systems like Apple Pay, Samsung Pay, Fitbit pay, 
Google Wallet, WeChat, RFID technology, and even facial recognition. Walmart  has begun contactless 
payment for consumers who use its mobile apps at store registers. Many retailers, such as Best Buy, 
Nordstrom, have implemented contactless curbside service and some, like Home Depot, are even taking 
part in contactless delivery. 

Others are looking at various remote payment options, such as PayNearMe and VanillaDirect, where 
customers can pay the retailer at a CVS, a 7-Eleven, or even online.  This also helps with cash, as some 
retailers have a lot of customers making cash payments.   

borrow some grocery store innovations 

Grocery stores, which have remained open during the pandemic, have recommended new processes to 
keep customers and associates alike safe. Among them: 

Kroger has released a business blueprint.8 

Advance ordering of deli items via mobile app. Customers can order in advance, then show up and pick up 
their order. 

Scan-it technology. Customers can use their mobile phones to scan the items they’re purchasing and pay 
on the way out. 

 
8 https://www.thekrogerco.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Krogers-Blueprint-for-Businesses.pdf 
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Grocery stores are asking consumers not to handle produce – “Buy with your eyes.”. They are pre-bagging 
produce or asking that consumer pick up loose items by holding a bag over their hand.  

Experience zones 

Entertainment venues that bring people together are going to need special consideration. Casinos, bowling 
alleys, restaurants, laser tag gun centers, escape rooms, shooting ranges, driving ranges, popcorn 
buttering stations at movie theaters will all require additional thought and extra preparation. One 
suggestion for restaurants is paper, one-time-use menus. 

 

When it’s time to reopen 
 
Customers will modify their behavior indefinitely. These adjustments aren’t for the short-term.9 

Associates 

Your associates are your most important asset. Protecting them and inspiring them to provide great 
customer service are paramount now. 

Provide guidelines to help employees assess their health and readiness to return to work. 

Some retailers are taking associates’ temperature as they arrive at work. 

Educate employees on any new handwashing, sanitization, health and safety policies. Post new 
requirements in the break room and at lockers. 

In China, retailers started instituting controlled shifts so that they aren’t mixing different workers on 
different shifts. That way, if one shift was exposed, it doesn’t potentially require shutting down the entire 
store. Banks and technology companies have done this with their headquarters teams. 

Communicate the reopening schedule, and shift schedules, as soon as possible. 

Consider how to protect associates who are tasked with counting cash. Is there a hand-washing station in 
the cash count room? 

Stock cleaning products. 

Schedule employees in groups of two or more for safety during store setup for reopening.  

Distribute and log store keys.  

In-store Electronics 

Establish protocols for disinfecting portable devices in the store, like personal communications devices, 
scanner guns, wands, walkie-talkies, etc. through exposure to UV light. Consider how to disinfect fixed 
devices like time clocks. HP’s guide to disinfecting electronics is here.10 

 
9 https://www.retailcustomerexperience.com/blogs/covid-19-will-bring-lasting-innovation-to-
retail/?utm_source=RCE&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=EMNA&utm_content=2020-04-21 
10 http://www.hp.com/ctg/Manual/c06593291 
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Assess your ability to monitor store servers, registers, and traffic counters. Make sure that these stay up, 
are operational and ready to go. A few days prior to opening, make sure all mobile devices are plugged in 
and charged. Revisit your technical release schedule. Updating technology should wait until stores have 
reopening and gotten into the execution phase firmly.  

 
store exteriors 

Stores need to look fresh and clean before opening. 

Sweep sidewalks, dust ledges, and wash store windows door handles, and doors. 

Clear all debris from the fronts of stores. 

Ensure that buildings are clean and well lit. 

Clean the parking lot. 

Refresh landscaping. 

Retailers who don’t have automatic doors should consider installing them; customers don’t want to touch 
door handles, and they would require constant cleaning. 

store interiors 

Clean light fixtures and replace burned out bulbs. 

Sanitize doors and knobs. 

Sweep and sanitize floors. 

Dust displays and surfaces. 

Check that all fixtures, floors, walls, windows, and surfaces are clean and well maintained. 

Before restocking product, review updated merchandising guides and promotional materials. 

Ensure that merchandise staff are scheduled to set up displays and equipment. 

Stock shelves and displays. 

Verify product pricing. 

Place promotional signage. 

 

Facility security 

Position a hand sanitizer station and/or cart wipes near the front doors,  
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Organize and put away any stock received while store was closed. 

Clean out air vents and replace filters as necessary. 

Ensure HVAC, plumbing, and electrical systems are operating properly. 

Check for pests. 

Ready backdoors/loading docks to receive deliveries. 

Verify all locks are in good repair. 

Check surveillance cameras and ensure they are working. 

Ensure alarm systems are working. 

Update alarm codes if necessary. 

Review loss prevention and security policies with employees. 

restrooms 

Ensure that all bathroom facilities are working correctly, and clean and sanitize all surfaces (counters, 
sinks, toilets, floors, handles and doors). Make a schedule for cleaning throughout the day. 

Consider adopting touchless faucets, soap dispensers, lavatories, and hand dryers. Advanced technologies, 
such as sensors, artificial intelligence, and voice-activation can help reduce touch. 

Restock bathroom supplies: soap, sanitizer, clean towels, toilet paper. 

fitting rooms 

When a customer occupies a fitting room – a relatively small space – he or she is touching knobs, seats, 
and mirrors. How will you keep those areas disinfected? How will you communicate your cleaning protocol 
with associates and customers? Alternately, can you implement technologies that provide fit information 
online? 

Receiving area 

Your receiving area is constantly busy and populated. Place a sanitizer and glove station there for receivers 
and drivers alike. 

reexamine business continuity plans  
 
Assign a team to re-examine your company’s disaster recovery plan (which probably didn’t 
contemplate the closing of all your stores.) What can that team contribute? 
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pre-opening walk through 

Do a final walk-through of back rooms, restrooms, sales floor and POS stations. 

Assign any deficiencies for correction. 

Turn on all lights. 

Post an Open For Business sign. 

Looking forward 
 
Some of the store technologies we have taken for granted may not be appropriate in a post-COVID 
world. Consider these: 

 

TECHNOLOGY POST-COVID CONSIDERATIONS 

Touch Screens They’ll require constant cleaning. Could voice commerce be an alternative?  
Technology implementations take quite a bit of time, so early examination of 
alternate technology is in order.  
  

Self-checkout They’ll require constant cleaning. Can the self-checkout attendant do this? 

Kiosks Sales kiosks have high-touch merchandise. Should the kiosk be redesigned? 
Information kiosks with pin pads are going to require attention or retrofitting 
to allow customers to interact with them with their phone. 

Cash Cash is dirty. Do we need to keep accepting it? 

Credit cards We’re going to need to install contactless swipe pads. 

Paper Coupons We’re stuck with them for now, but how do we adapt going forward? 

Receipts Consider electronic receipts. 

Registers and pin pads How to keep them clean? 

 

 

 

This will be a time of massive innovation. Retailers have been adapting through the age of Web 
commerce, and are being asked to adapt to the post-coronavirus world.  
 
This is an excellent time to convene key stakeholders to consider what retailing will need to look at your 
stores like going forward. 
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